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UK Moves to Block US Senate Report to Protect
Blair, Straw and Dearlove
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Even if this information is not corroborated, it must be taken into consideration. 

From a British diplomatic source I learn that Britain has lobbied the United States against
the publication of the Senate Intelligence Committee report on torture and extraordinary
rendition.   The  lobbying  has  been  carried  out  “at  all  levels”  –  White  House,  State
Department and CIA.  The British have argued that at the very least the report must be
emasculated before publication.

The British argument is that in a number of court cases including the Belhadj case, the
British government has successfully blocked legal action by victims on the grounds that this
would weaken the US/UK intelligence relationship and thus vitally damage national security,
by revealing facts the American intelligence service wish hidden.  [We will leave aside for
the moment the utter shame of our servile groveling judges accepting such an argument]. 
The British Government are now pointing out to the Americans that this argument could be
fatally weakened if major detail of the full horror and scope of torture and extraordinary
rendition is revealed by the Senate Intelligence Committee.  The argument runs that this
could in turn lead to further revelations in the courts and block the major defence against
prosecutions  of  Blair,  Straw  and  Dearlove,  among  others,  potentially  unleashing  a
transatlantic wave of judicial activism.

The unabashed collusion of two torturing security states in concealing the truth of their
despicable acts – including complicity in the torture of women and minors – and blocking
criminal prosecution of the guilty is a sign of how low public ethics have sunk.  Fortunately
there are still a few people in the British Foreign Office disgusted enough to leak it.
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